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CEO'S
STATEMENT

Our committed and skilled staff team have swapped from office

based workers to home based workers and ensured continuity of

service delivery.

Our partnership working with our young people and adoptive

parents has helped shape new ways of doing things with strong

peer support services developed.

Our innovation and creativity has led to new ideas for supporting

families.

Our commitment to learning and improving has continued –

we’re contributing to research and constantly improving our new

processes.

Overall 2019/2020 has been another positive year for the services

delivered by Scottish Adoption.  High quality outcomes, innovation

and partnership working have remained our passion and the basis

on which we’ve built our reputation and success.

 

It’s the end of the year though that will be forever remembered as we

find ourselves in the midst of a world-wide pandemic. Challenging

times test the character of organisations and it’s been the very

qualities and traits that have served us so well in the past, that have

helped us adapt and ensure our services have continued:-

 

I couldn’t feel prouder of how the Scottish Adoption family has come

together, staying connected and ensuring everyone is supported. 

You can be assured our work plan for 2020-2021 will be progressed

and we’ll be here for everyone who needs us.

M A R G A R E T  M O Y E S

Chief Executive at Scottish Adoption
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Placements
The target for the Family Placement Team for 2019/2020 was to make

36 placements of 44 children.  We made 38 placements of 48 children.

These placements were made up of 31 single children, 7 sibling groups

of 2 children and 1 sibling group of 3 children. The ages of these

children ranged from 0 to 7 years.  We have had some really positive

matches, especially of some older children and larger sibling groups. 

 

Family Finding
We continued to focus on family finding using a variety of methods

including Linkmaker, Exchange Days and Activity Days.  At the last

Activity Day 5 Scottish Adoption families attended. This was the highest

number of our families attending an activity day since they started and

we see this as being a very positive development.

 

Preparing to Adopt
We continued to focus on our aim to deliver a high quality Preparation

Group every two months throughout the year. We had good attendance

at the groups which were a combination of weekday and weekend

groups. This year we introduced the role of Parent Practitioner as co-

facilitator of the preparation groups and has been particularly helpful.

Feedback from participants on their input has been consistently very

positive and has brought a new dimension to the groups’ experience. An

experiential dimension was also introduced into the preparation group,

with participants having an opportunity to try out some Theraplay

techniques for example. 

PLACEMENT
TEAM

FIGURE 1.

Graph showing the number of

children homed with new

families over the last 7 financial

years.



The input from the Adoption Ambassadors continued to be very

important and powerful. 

The family placement team also continued to work together with

colleagues from the adoption support team in groups such as the Pre

Placement Preparation Day, Family Finding Workshop, Practical Skills

for Building Attachment, and the New Placement Group.

 

Recruitment
We continued to look for new opportunities to recruit a range of

prospective adopters.  We held a variety of information events

throughout the year, for example 3 events were held during LGBT+

adoption week and an information event was provided to the Muslim

Women's Association of Edinburgh. We subsequently received a

number of initial enquires as a direct result of the event with the Muslim

Women’s Association and the LGBT+ information events.  

 

Both workers and adoptive families were also involved in a number of

national and local media and press events – linked to LGBT+ Adoption

Week and regarding the 600th placement being made via Scotland's

Adoption Register which generated a visit to the Scottish Adoption office

from the Minister for Children and Young People Maree Todd MSP.

PLACEMENT TEAM
CONTINUED

Scottish Adoption marched at 6 pride events in 2019

supporting our LGBT+ Families and the LGBT+ Community.

"We wanted to say a sincere thank you for helping us
complete our family. You guys have been wonderful and

whilst our journey has not been straightforward, you guys
stayed with us each step of the way and we will forever be

grateful."

"We’ve had
an amazing
experience

with Scottish
Adoption

and we were
really

impressed
by the staff,

slick
processes,

support and
materials
provided."



Over the past year we have continued to develop an individual, tailor-

made service to those affected by adoption. As a team we strive to learn

from the adoption community as well as the many professionals that

continue to hone their theories as they gain greater understanding of the

impacts of early loss and trauma. 

Our Senior Practitioners have supported 436 active letterbox exchanges

and 6 direct contacts between birth family members and adopted

children and young people. 203 people received After Adoption

Counselling during the last year from our Senior Practitioners,

supporting adopted adults and birth family members with reunions as

well as looking for further information and understanding about their

personal histories.

Our Therapy Centre continues to develop and grow with 55 children and

89 adoptive families receiving a significant therapeutic service this year. 

Our Art Therapists, Music Therapists, OT and Senior Practitioners are

working with individual children from early placement right through to

the teenage years.  Supporting them and their families to work through

early trauma, lifestory, attachment, to support them to grow and fulfil

their potential.

We have two therapeutic groups run by Art Therapists and Senior

Practitioners for children that have had individual therapy and were

ready to move onto small group work.  We hope to develop this part of

our work further as we support our children to grow in confidence in

social environments and in peer relationships after completing individual

work.

Our group work continues to grow supporting families at pivotal points in

family life, those early days, starting Primary school and High School

and all through the teen years.  Our Forest Trainer social workers have

run one off sessions for families using forest school activities to support

attachment between parent and child as well as exploring narrative as a

method to support lifestory work.

AFTER
ADOPTION



AFTER ADOPTION
CONTINUED
Teen years can be particularly hard both for the young person and the

wider family as young people struggle with identity and early trauma,

through a mix of individual therapy where needed, groupwork and support

to parents we hope to support families to navigate their way through what

can be very turbulent times.

Our Parent Counsellor has been in high demand and parents who have

accessed her service have found it incredibly helpful in terms of working

through their own issues as well as better understanding their

relationships with their child/ren.  Parents have accessed this service at

differing points in their journey through parenthood as the differing needs

of their children have triggered their own support needs.

The Adoption Ambassadors with the support of our Children’s worker

have supported the development of workshops for those working in

Education and Social Work to educate them about what Adoption is and

the specific needs of adopted children and young people. They have also

helped to develop the concept of TeenTalk, a social media platform for

Teens across the UK to access support, which we will continue to

develop.

We continue to develop our workshops and training for families at different

stages of their journeys, such as Preparation Post Approval Day, Practical

Skills for Building Attachment in the Early Days, WISE UP, Talking About

Adoption, Staying Safe on Social Media, Storytelling Massage, Sensory

Toolbox and Conflict Resolution for the Teenage years. These offer the

opportunity for families to reconnect with the agency with a lighter touch

when they aren’t looking for a more intense support.

We hope that the varied work of the last year has helped those affected

by adoption not to feel so alone, that together we have started to over-

come hurdles, challenges and struggles, helping adults and children with

their journeys through adoption. 

"Scottish
Adoption have
been such an

amazing agency
for us – they

have helped us
whenever

we have needed
them, and feel
they know both

our children very
well,

particularly our
eldest, who opted

to join the teen
group and has
had some art
therapy from
them – which
was quietly

transformative
for her."



FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW

Total Incoming Resources for the year were £1,635,240 (2018/2019:

£1,376,484) and Total Outgoing resources were £1,822,920

(2018/2019: £1,509,075).

The net income for the year including the movement on investments

was £232,495 (2018/2019: net expenditure of £346,011). Excluding

expenditure relating to the defined benefit pension scheme the net

income for the year including movement on investments was £129,495

(2018/2019: £50,989).

Scottish Adoption would like to thank the following trusts and

organisations for their contributions over the year. We are very grateful

for your continued support of various aspects of our work.

The Robertson Trust 
The R S Macdonald Charitable Trust 

Big Lottery Fund 
Andrew Paton’s Charitable Trust 

Cattanach Trust 
The Martin Connell Charitable Trust

Thank you also to our group of individual supporters and fundraisers,

many of whom have financially supported the agency over a number of

years.  If you would like to support the work of Scottish Adoption you

can make a regular or one off donation via our Virgin Giving website or

by sending a cheque made payable to Scottish Adoption to 161

Constitution Street, Edinburgh, EH6 7AD. If you would like to set up a

regular donation please contact the office on 0131 553 5060 for more

information on how to do this.

If you would you like to take part in a specific event such as a marathon

run or skydive or some specific fundraising we would love to hear from

you so please do get in touch.

Scottish Adoption 161 Constitution Street Edinburgh EH6 7AD
0131 553 5060   /   info@scottishadoption.org   /   www.scottishadoption.org

facebook.com/scottishadoption  /  twitter.com/scotadoption  /  instagram.com/scottishadoption


